


REACH FOR THE END OF THE WORLD.
Let your impulses run free – with a real anywhere-anytime adventurer: 
The new SX4 S-CROSS is all about greater prospects on four wheels. 
Offering all-terrain driving pleasure, next-generation performance and 
a novel design that looks as bold as a crossover can be. Wherever 
your imagination carries you, with the new SX4 S-CROSS every choice 
is perfect. Define your destination.
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TACKLE ALL OF LIFE’S CHALLENGES.
Master your everyday tasks with ease – on board of a true multi-pur-
pose performer: The new SX4 S-CROSS is all about embracing every 
need of modern life. Providing functional flexibility, spacious comfort 
and an SUV styling that stands apart in the urban jungle. Whatever  
endeavour you are headed for, the new SX4 S-CROSS is the perfect 
choice to take it up. Define your destination.



DESIGN AS A STATEMENT
An appearance that breathes the thirst for adventure: The SX4 S-CROSS 
looks as courageous and confident as it is. Discover a design that  
defines a full-grown crossover. With a new robust front, bold SUV-
styling and great inner values. A true-born explorer. Full of dynamism 
and strength.
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1  LED headlamps with LED DRLs
Three-dimensionally contoured, high-intensity 
discharge headlamps strengthen the dynamic  
impression. The position lamps have energy-saving 
LEDs and function as daytime running lights. 

2  LED rear lamps
The thinner, streamlined design of the new LED rear 
combination lamps lends a sharper aesthetic to the 
rear of the vehicle.  

3  Front fog lamps (GL+ and GLX)
Fog lamps with chrome accents echo the energetic 
contours of the headlamps.

4  Aerodynamic mirrors
Shaped for low drag, low wind noise, and accordingly 
superior fuel economy. With built-in turn-signal lamps 
on the GL+ and GLX grades.

5  Integrated roof rails (GL+ and GLX)

The roof rails unite sharp looks and aerodynamic 
smoothness. (GL+: Silver painted, GLX: Silver Aluminium)
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DYNAMIC FRONT
Look into a strong masculine face. The bold front is the signature feature of a novel design with a 
robust SUV character. The impressive new front grille lifts the tip of the bonnet – exuding dynamic 
vigour along with new bumper guards and LED headlamps that raise the underlines of the profile.
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Wheels and tyres
The new design of the athletically styled wheels  
enhances the SX4 S-CROSS’ dimensional look. An 
airflow-optimizing shape and low-rolling-resistance 
tyres promote fuel saving.

6  17-inch polished alloy wheels (GLX) 

7  17-inch painted alloy wheels (GL+)

8  16-inch steel wheels with full covers (GL) 9
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1  Dashboard design
Flowing lines, a new steering wheel design and high-quality 
materials in every detail: Entering the SX4 S-CROSS means 
being drawn into a feeling of dynamic movement.

2  Cruise control and speed limiter
Cruise control maintains a driver-set speed. The speed limiter 
keeps it below your chosen maximum. (GLX features Adaptive 
Cruise Control.)

3  Shift paddles (for 6AT & TCSS models)

Shift paddles add sportiness and convenience to your driving  
experience.

4  Adjustable steering wheel
The steering wheel accommodates drivers of all typical sizes 
thanks to tilt and telescope adjustment.

5  Front seat heaters
Heaters in the cushions and seatbacks heighten comfort for the 
driver and front passenger. With individual high and low settings 
and optional rear heater duct on the GL+ and GLX grades.

6  Superior-quality leather seats (optional for GLX)

Seats with generous contours, intricate stitching, and luxurious 
leather upholstery* make sitting in the SX4 S-CROSS a genuine 
pleasure. *Some parts of the leather upholstery are artificial. 

7  Adjustable rear seatback (GL+ and GLX)

The rear seatback can be set at two different angles. One for 
more relaxation, the other for more luggage space.

8  Great visibility 
The side mirrors are mounted on the door shoulders to help  
maximize the driver’s field of view.
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PANORAMIC SUNROOF

Get ready for a breath-taking view: The double sliding glass design gives the panoramic sunroof 
a huge opening area – and all the space you need to let your imagination conquer the sky.  
Day or night, from any seat in the car, let the view inspire you to new heights of adventure.

(optional for GLX)
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PERFORMANCE IN ALL TERRAINS.
The SX4 S-CROSS is always a gripping ride. Challenge an all-surfaces, 
all-weather, all-purposes performer powered by the legendary Suzuki 
SUV genes. Feel the confidence engendered by effortless driving  
pleasure. With a perfect long-distance companion pushing forward to 
new levels of agility and efficiency.
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Four driver-selectable modes
Choose your driving mode from the 4WD driving modes (auto, sport, snow, and lock), 
using a simple push-and-turn dial on the centre console. 

Auto mode
Prioritizes fuel economy in typical driving conditions and switches to 4WD when  
detecting slippage.

Sport mode
Improves cornering performance by allocating more torque to the rear wheels. For  
a better engine response, it optimizes the accelerator/torque characteristics.

Snow mode 
Optimal for snowy, unpaved and other slippery surfaces as it enhances traction during 
acceleration and promotes stability.

Lock mode 
For extricating the vehicle from snow, mud, or sand, the system apportions more  
torque to the rear wheels. The ESP®* and other control technologies are optimized  
to get the car free. Switches to Snow mode at 60 km/h.
* ESP® is a registered trademark of Daimler AG.

ALLGRIP 4-WHEEL DRIVE
Suzuki has evolved its renowned 4-wheel drive technologies to a new level that optimizes stability  
in diverse road and weather conditions. A system working together with other chassis technologies 
to keep you in control at all times – and delivering  great driving pleasure at the same time.



1  New 1.0 BOOSTERJET 
Newly designed with downsizing in mind, the direct-injection turbo engine reduces  
engine displacement while achieving higher power output and torque comparable to  
a larger engine, resulting in improved fuel efficiency and performance.

2  New 1.4 BOOSTERJET (GL+ and GLX)

The 1.4-litre turbo responds with superior power and superb fuel economy in all  
conditions. It delivers instant acceleration for a more agile drive and plenty of  
torque for motorw ays and steep inclines.

3  1.6 Diesel (GL+ and GLX)  
Produces dynamic driving power on various terrains. The turbocharger is fitted with  
Variable Geometry Turbo (VGT) technology ensuring smooth acceleration. Moreover, 
the new EGR system reduces the generation of NOx to minimize emissions.  

4  Engine Auto Stop Start system (optional for all grades)

The system stops the engine when the car stops (e.g., at traffic lights), so it saves fuel 
and helps to limit exhaust emissions and engine noise. 

5  High-performance suspension system
The suspension system was tuned on European roads to ensure the best possible 
combination of driving pleasure, smooth handling, comfort and quietness.

6  High-rigidity, low-weight body
The body is stiff and light thanks to effective use of high-tensile steel. It helps to realize 
stable handling and great fuel economy. 

7  Superior aerodynamics
Computer-aided engineering and wind-tunnel testing have realized aerodynamics  
that heighten performance and fuel economy. The SX4 S-CROSS has exceptional  
aerodynamics for a crossover.  

High-tensile steel
440 MPa
590 MPa
780 MPa
980 MPa

1500 MPa
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NEW BOOSTERJET ENGINES  
Make the most of it: Beneath the flowing lines of the SX4 S-CROSS’ bonnet are two direct-injection 
turbo engines designed in the pursuit of maximum energy efficiency. No matter the conditions, 
with the BOOSTERJET of your choice you can always rely on improved fuel economy paired with a 
thrillingly agile performance.
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FUNCTIONALITY FOR EVERY TASK.
Long distance or short hop? Crossing borders or roaming cities? 
Whatever you are up to, spread your wings in a highly intuitive, 
roomy and flexible environment. Name your task: The SX4 S-CROSS 
will satisfy all your needs with handy features and an ingenious  
interior space.    
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1  Apple CarPlay & MirrorLink (GL+ and GLX)

The Smartphone Linkage Display Audio works with Apple CarPlay and MirrorLink. By 
connecting your compatible iPhone via USB, Apple CarPlay allows you to access your 
music, get directions, make phone calls, send and receive messages, all by voice  
command or a tap on the audio display. Likewise, MirrorLink allows access to various 
smartphone applications on the 7-inch touchscreen display.

* Apple, iPhone and Apple CarPlay are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
* Apple CarPlay is available in the countries listed in the following link:  
 http://www.apple.com/ios/feature-availability/#applecarplay-applecarplay
* Apple CarPlay is compatible with the iPhone models listed in the following link:  
 http://www.apple.com/ios/carplay/
* MirrorLink™ is a certification mark of the Car Connectivity Consortium LLC.
* For the list of MirrorLink-compatible smartphones see:  
 https://cert.mirrorlink.com/ProductListing/

2  Multi-information display 
A centrally positioned display gives a clear view of information including fuel 
consumption, driving range, 4WD mode (4WD vehicles only) and parking-sensor status 
for the GLX grade. It also includes a gearshift indicator that promotes fuel economy by 
helping you time gearshifts optimally.

3  Audio system (GL)

Includes radio and MP3-compatible CD functions, USB connectivity, Bluetooth®* for 
music streaming and hands-free phone calls, as well as handy controls on the steering 
wheel. (Bluetooth® standard for GLX, optional for the GL+)  

* Bluetooth® is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc.

4  Front and rear parking sensors (GLX)

Ultrasonic sensors in the bumpers detect obstacles and issue warnings that the driver 
can see on the multi-information display and hear as beeps.

5  Automatic wipers and lights (GL+ and GLX)

The wipers start automatically when they sense raindrops. They adjust their speed to 
match the extent of the rainfall and the speed of the vehicle. The headlamps and tail 
lamps turn on and off in accordance with ambient brightness. 

6  Dual-zone automatic air conditioner (GL+ and GLX) 

Offers personalized comfort by letting the driver and front passenger set temperatures 
individually.

7  Keyless push start system (GL+ and GLX)

Just carry the SX4 S-CROSS’ access and start unit to unlock and lock the doors or to 
activate and stop the engine at the simple touch of a button.

Multimedia audio and 
video playback

Listen
Convenient hands-free 
phone operation

Call

Easy-to-use 
navigation system

Drive
Access to smartphone 
applications on the display

Connect
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Beep
Beep
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SMARTPHONE LINKAGE DISPLAY AUDIO
Pick your destination and enjoy every minute of the way there: The 7-inch touchscreen display 
enables intuitive operation of multimedia features including audio, hands-free phone, navigation 
system (GLX) and smartphone integration. Features can be selected from the four main operating 
modes – Listen, Call, Drive, Connect.(GL+ and GLX)
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1  Flexible space 
By folding down the 60:40-split rear seatback, you can expand the space in diverse ways. A 
multi-position luggage board gives even greater flexibility.  

2  Overhead console with map lamps (GL+ and GLX)

The overhead console incorporates map lamps and a holder for sunglasses.

3  Vanity mirrors with lights (GL+ and GLX)

The vanity mirrors for the driver and front passenger have lights for convenience at night  
and in dark places. 

4  Front centre armrest and console box with USB port
The front centre armrest can be slid to the optimal position and incorporates a console box 
with built-in USB port.

5  Rear centre armrest with cupholders (GL+ and GLX)

The retractable centre armrest includes two cup holders, heightening comfort for rear passengers. 
 
6  Seatback pocket 
A pocket on the back of the front passenger seat, just the right size for maps and books.

7  Extra convenience
The luggage area incorporates a 12V DC power socket and hooks for holding luggage in place. 
(A shopping-bag hook is standard with all grades. Other items are standard with the GL and  
higher grades.) 

1 1
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GENEROUS LUGGAGE ROOM
All the space you need to make your big plans reality: Even with five people aboard, there’s  
430 litres* of luggage space. Whether it’s a sports event, a family reunion or a full-blown  
outdoor vacation, the SX4 S-CROSS’ smart utility space has enough room to accommodate  
any and all of your adventures. 
* Luggage space measured using the German Association of the Automotive Industry (VDA) method.
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SAFETY ALL THE WAY.
Widen your range with peace of mind as your trusted companion. Know 
that you are well protected. Always. The SX4 S-CROSS assists and  
protects you in split seconds: With preventive systems to anticipate 
and avoid an accident. And with protective systems to minimize the 
risk of injury.
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RADAR BRAKE SUPPORT (RBS) (GLX / MT) 

This collision-mitigating system uses the reflection from a millimetre-wave radar sensor on 
the front of the vehicle to realise advanced safety functions:  

1. Warning 
The system detects the vehicle in front  
and – if there is a risk of collision – warns 
the driver to use the brakes. The timing  
of the warning can be switched between 
the settings of FAR and NEAR.   

2. Automatic Light Brake 
If there is a risk of collision, the system ap-
plies light braking to warn the driver to use 
the brakes.
 

3. Brake Assist 
If there is a high probability of a collision 
and the driver strongly presses the brake 
pedal, the system increases the braking 
force, helping to avoid the collision or  
reduce damage.   

4. Automatic Brake. 
If the system determines that a collision is 
imminent, it applies the brake automatically 
in order to avoid the collision or reduce 
damage.  

ADAPTIVE CRUISE CONTROL (ACC) (GLX)

ACC uses the cruise control system in conjunction with the Radar Brake Support radar  
sensor that measures the distance from the vehicle in front. To maintain a long, medium  
or short distance set by the driver, the system automatically adjusts the SX4 S-CROSS’  
speed, thus enhancing comfort.  

1. Constant speed control
If there is a sufficient distance from the vehicle ahead, the SX4 S-CROSS travels at the constant 
set speed.

2. Deceleration control
If the vehicle in front is travelling at a lower speed than the SX4 S-CROSS, the set speed is  
automatically reduced to keep a sufficient distance. 

3. Acceleration control
If the vehicle in front departs from the lane and there is a sufficient distance to the next  
vehicle ahead, the SX4 S-CROSS automatically reaccelerates and keeps the set speed.

EMERGENCY STOP SIGNAL
When the brakes are suddenly applied while driving above 55 km/h, the hazard warning lights 
automatically flash rapidly, warning cars behind of the danger.  

1. Sudden braking above 55 km/h.
2. Hazard warning lights automatically flash rapidly.
3. Easing up on the brake turns off hazard warning lights.

Conditions for operation
Against stationary obstacles: operates at vehicle speeds of approximately 5 km/h to 80 km/h.
Against moving obstacles: operates at vehicle speeds of approximately 5 km/h or above.

Conditions for operation
Against stationary obstacles: operates at vehicle speeds of approximately 5km/h to 30km/h
Against moving obstacles: operates at vehicle speeds of approximately 5km/h or above

Conditions for operation Operates at vehicle speeds of approximately 5 km/h or above.

driver
brake

Conditions for operation Operates at vehicle speeds of approximately 5 km/h or above.

WARNING
■ The Radar Brake Support system may not function properly in certain situations. ■ The system may not be able to avoid collisions or re-
duce damage in a collision depending on the type of obstacle, weather conditions, road conditions, or other circumstances. ■ The system 
may not operate if the driver takes evasive action by manipulating the steering wheel or accelerator. ■ There is a limit to the Radar Brake 
Support’s ability to detect obstacles and control the vehicle. Please do not rely on the system; always drive safely. ■ Please make sure to 
read the owner’s manual, as it contains important information for your safety. ■ For additional information, please contact your Suzuki dealer.

1  ESP® (Electronic Stability Program)
Should the wheels lose traction, the Electronic Stability Program ESP®*  
automatically adjusts the engine and brakes to help keep the driver in control.
* ESP® is a registered trademark of Daimler AG.

2  Hill-hold control (GL+ and GLX, optional for GL)

The hill-hold control function makes hill-starts easy by preventing the  
SX4 S-CROSS from rolling backward when the driver moves his or her  
foot from the brake pedal to the accelerator pedal.

3  7 airbags
Extra protection comes from front and side airbags for the driver and front  
passenger, a knee airbag for the driver, and left and right curtain airbags.

4  Tyre pressure monitoring system (TPMS)
The TPMS warns the driver of any drop in tyre pressure via the multi-information 
display. The pressure in each tyre is measured by a sensor in its air valve.

5  Impact safety and pedestrian protection 
The SX4 S-CROSS’ body design centres on Suzuki’s TECT concept, resulting in a  
structure that efficiently absorbs and disperses the energy in the event of a collision.

 

The airbags are shown inflated for informational purposes only.

Collision energy input
Energy transmission
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Without hill-hold control

With hill-hold control
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Warning!

Automatic light brakingWarning!

Braking force increase
Driver brake 

Warning!

Automatic brakingWarning!

Warning!

Automatic light brakingWarning!

Braking force increase
Driver brake 

Warning!

Automatic brakingWarning!

Warning!

Automatic light brakingWarning!

Braking force increase
Driver brake 

Warning!

Automatic brakingWarning!

Warning!

Automatic light brakingWarning!

Braking force increase
Driver brake 

Warning!

Automatic brakingWarning!

Approximately 3 seconds before collision (depends on the speed)

Approximately 2.2 seconds before collision (depends on the speed)

Approximately 1.2 seconds before collision (depends on the speed)

Approximately 1 seconds before collision (depends on the speed)

Without ESP®
With ESP®

Braking force

Braking force

Engine
torque
reduced

Front wheel slip Rear wheel slip

1
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Suzuki’s “Way of Life!” is the heart of our brand - every Suzuki vehicle, 
motorcycle and outboard motor is built to create excitement so customers can enjoy everyday life.

Standard and optional equipment available may vary for individual markets. Please enquire at your dealers, as specifications and illustrations may refer to models 

not available in your region. SUZUKI MOTOR CORPORATION reserves the right to change, without notice, prices, colours, materials, equipment, specifications and 

models, and also to discontinue models.

All photographs in this brochure were taken with relevant permission. Images of the vehicles without number plates on public roads are composite photos.

SUZUKI MOTOR CORPORATION 
300 Takatsuka-cho, Minami-ku, Hamamatsu-shi, JAPAN 432-8611

www.globalsuzuki.com
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